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Widening differences in wealth between and within urban and rural communities
extends the gap between rich and poor – but they still need each other.
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households has widened in most areas of the world
despite strong economic growth that has created
millions of jobs. This has applied not only in the gaps
between some rich countries and some poor ones,
but also within many nations: the rich–poor gap in the
97LEWMRGVIEWIHNYWXEWMXLEWMR&VE^MP8LMWLEWFIIR
driven by a number of factors, many of which are
increasing rather than decreasing as we go forward.
9VFERMWEXMSRMWTIVLETWXLIQSWXWMKRM½GERXMWWYI8LI
ways in which governments use taxation and spending
on social activities to redistribute wealth show little
sign of changing; nor do the effects of access to
education as a catalyst for greater differentiation of
opportunity. Over the next decade, many experts
across the world see that the gap between the haves
and the have-nots will grow, even though there will be
ever more interdependency, in some areas, between
wealth generation across the social spectrum.
)\TIVXW WYGL EW IGSRSQMWX 2SVMOS ,EQE WII XLEX
XLI FMK IGSRSQMG MWWYI JSV XLI [SVPH MR XLI WX
century will be the huge gap between rich and poor:
³%FSYX SJLYQERMX]MRXLIVMGLIVGSYRXVMIWEVI
better off than at any time in history. However, more
XLERFMPPMSRTISTPIEVIPMZMRKSREHSPPEVEHE]SV
PIWW´0SSOMRKFEGOSZIVXLITEWXHIGEHISVWS3)'(
research shows that ‘the richest countries have
certainly got richer and some of the poorer countries
have done relatively badly, but the rapid growth in
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QMPPMSRW SYX SJ TSZIVX]´8LI KET FIX[IIR VMGL ERH
TSSVMWKIXXMRKFMKKIVMRXLI[SVPH´WVMGLIWXGSYRXVMIW
¯ERHTEVXMGYPEVP]XLI9RMXIH7XEXIW¯EWXSTIEVRIVW´
MRGSQIW WSEV [LMPI SXLIVW´ WXEKREXI8LI MRGSQI SJ
XLIVMGLIWX SJTISTPIMWSREZIVEKIEGVSWW3)'(
GSYRXVMIW RIEVP]RMRIXMQIWXLEXSJXLITSSVIWX 
-R XLI 97 XLEX KET MW IZIR KVIEXIV ¯ EFSYX WM\XIIR
XMQIW¯ERHEGGSVHMRKXSXLI'IRXIVSR&YHKIXERH
Policy Priorities, this has more than tripled in the past
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MR'SRKS 1EREKYEMR2MGEVEKYEERH(EZES'MX]MR
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households are not only widening the gap with the
TSSV FYX MR GSYRXVMIW WYGL EW XLI 97 'EREHE -XEP]
2SV[E] ERH +IVQER] XLI] EVI EPWS PIEZMRK QMHHPI
MRGSQI IEVRIVW JYVXLIV FILMRH )EVRMRKW SJ JYPPXMQI
[SVOIVW LEZI FIGSQI QSVI RSX PIWW YRIUYEP MR
developed economies over the past decade as high
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.SLR,MPPWEXXLI0SRHSR7GLSSPSJ)GSRSQMGWWYKKIWXW
XLEX MRGVIEWMRK MRIUYEPMX] MR XLI 9/ EJXIV  LEW
QIERXXLEXF]MXLEHVIEGLIHMXWLMKLIWXPIZIPMR
XLI]IEVWWMRGI½KYVIWFIKERMR
-R 1YQFEM ³XLI [MHIRMRK KET FIX[IIR -RHME´W VMGL
ERHTSSVMWERYRHMWTYXIHJEGX´ ERH MRXLITVSGIWWSJ
overall growth, redistribution of wealth has become
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suggested that the gap between rich and poor was
being exacerbated by improved transport systems to
the townships – enabling the poor to come into the
city more easily and therefore maintaining the old
HMZMWMSRWFIX[IIRXLIFPEGOERH[LMXITSTYPEXMSRW
&YXMXMWMR0EXMR%QIVMGE[LIVIXLIKVIEXIWXKETWEVI
XS FI JSYRH ERH XLI] EVI MRGVIEWMRK 92 VIWIEVGL
WLS[W XLEX SZIV XLI VIKMSR XLI [IEPXLMIWX  
LSPHW RIEVP]   SJ XLI VIWSYVGIW FYX XLI XSXEP
MRGSQIJSVXLITSSVIWX MWSRP] SJ+(4-R
&VE^MP XLIQSWXI\XVIQIREXMSR XLIVMGLIWX SJ
XLITSTYPEXMSRLEWSZIV SJEPPMRGSQI[LMPIXLI
FSXXSQ LEWPIWWXLER 
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the associated rise of more unplanned slum districts
in high-growth cities is leading to rising numbers of
urban poor in both the developed and developing
[SVPH %W 4VSJIWWSV 6MGO] &YVHIXX LMKLPMKLXIH MR
his initial view of the future of cities, ‘migration and
in-migration has also created an urban underclass
[LMGLMWSJXIREPPSGEXIHXSWTIGM½GEVIEWSJXLIGMX]
Paris is a perfect example.The physical infrastructure,
with the beauty and qualities that we all admire, has
frozen.This means that all its growth (with increasing
MQQMKVEXMSR JVSQ  ERH SR[EVH  LEW GVIEXIH
KLIXXSMWEXMSR´ -WQEMP 7IVEKIPHMR (MVIGXSV SJ XLI
&MFPMSXLIGE%PI\ERHVMRE EHHIH XLEX³8LI REXYVI SJ
the economic activity in cities seems to be leading
to a greater degree of urban poverty as in-migration
ERHXLIQSZIXSXLIORS[PIHKIWSGMIX]JEZSYVXLI
educated and the nimble and drive the gap between
XLIVMGLERHXLITSSV[MHIV +LIXXSMWEXMSRMWEF]
product of the income gap as much as it is the result
SJ SWWM½GEXMSR SJ XLI GMX]´W TL]WMGEP WXVYGXYVI %VI
VIHMWXVMFYXMZI TSPMGMIW WYJ½GMIRX#%VI XLI] TSPMXMGEPP]
acceptable at the level that would be required to
LEZIERMQTEGXSRXLITVSFPIQ#´&YXMXMWRSXNYWXMR
cities where the rich–poor gap is increasingly evident:
MR&VE^MPSZIVLEPJXLIVYVEPTSTYPEXMSRMWMRTSZIVX]
MR1I\MGS ERHMR4IVY %WYVFERMWEXMSR
increases, those left behind are getting relatively
poorer. Although most of the wealth in rural areas
already comes from people in urban areas sending
QSRI] FEGO XLMW MW RSX FEPERGMRK XLI WMXYEXMSR -R
-RHME EKVMGYPXYVI MR MXWIPJ TVSHYGIW EVSYRH   SJ
XLI +(4 FYX QSVI XLER   SJ XLI TSTYPEXMSR MW
involved in this sector.
0SSOMRK JSV[EVH XLI VMGL¯TSSV GLEPPIRKI ETTIEVW
HIWXMRIH XS FI IZIR KVIEXIV %W 92 ½RHMRKW LEZI
highlighted: ‘The more unequal that cities become,
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The widening gap between India’s rich
and poor is an undisputed fact.
XLILMKLIVXLIVMWOXLEXIGSRSQMGHMWTEVMXMIW[MPPVIWYPX
MRWSGMEPERHTSPMXMGEPXIRWMSR8LIPMOIPMLSSHSJYVFER
YRVIWXMRYRIUYEPGMXMIWMWLMKL´8SHE]XLIGSYRXVMIWSJ
XLI3)'(EGGSYRXJSVEVSYRH SJKPSFEP[IEPXL
&]'LMRE-RHME &VE^MP -RHSRIWMEERH6YWWME[MPP
FIX[IIRXLIQEGGSYRXJSV SJKPSFEP+(4;MXLMR
these fast-growing nations, ever greater urbanisation
is creating more unplanned ghettos and exacerbating
XLIVMGL¯TSSVHMZMHI -RHMEMWXV]MRKXSVIFEPERGIXLMW
by, for example, giving slum dwellers money and land
SRXLIIHKIWSJGMXMIWPMOI1YQFEMSRP]XSWIITISTPI
WIPPXLIPERHERHQSZIFEGOMRXSXLIGMX][LIVIXLI
promise of wealth is greater.
China is acutely conscious of the potential political
instability that could result from greater imbalance
and has recently announced several policies that
WIIOXSGLERKIXLIYRHIVP]MRKH]REQMG 'SRGIVRIH
XLEX SZIVEPP +(4 KVS[XL FIPS[   GSYPH PIEH
XS MRXIVREP GSR¾MGX 'LMRIWI 4VIQMIV ;IR .MEFES
recently announced that China must reverse its
widening income gap between rich and poor and
XLEXXLIFIRI½XWSJEKVS[MRKIGSRSQ]WLSYPHFI
HMWXVMFYXIH QSVI JEMVP] -R E WTIIGL EX XLI WXEVX SJ
'LMRE´WERRYEPTEVPMEQIRXEV]WIWWMSRLIWEMH³;I[MPP
RSX SRP] QEOI XLI±TMI² SJ WSGMEP [IEPXL FMKKIV F]
HIZIPSTMRKXLIIGSRSQ] FYXEPWSHMWXVMFYXIMX[IPP´
As part of this initiative, China is aiming to reform the
LSYWILSPHVIKMWXVEXMSRW]WXIQXLEXGPEWWM½IWTISTPI
as either city or rural dwellers. This controversial

W]WXIQQIERWQER]QMKVERX[SVOIVW¯JEVQIVW[LS
XVEZIPXSXS[RWERHGMXMIWXS½RHFIXXIVTEMH[SVO¯
are unable to get proper services.
-R HIZIPSTIH IGSRSQMIW XLI GLEPPIRKIW EPWS PSSO
too daunting and further polarisation of rich and
TSSVMWSRXLIGEVHW%KEMREGGSVHMRKXSXLI3)'(
SZIV XLI TEWX X[S HIGEHIW ³HIZIPSTIH GSYRXVMIW´
governments have been taxing more and spending
QSVIXSSJJWIXXLIXVIRHXS[EVHWMRIUYEPMX]´FYX[LMPI
‘the redistributive effect of government expenditures
HEQTIRIH XLI VMWI MR TSZIVX] MR XLI W XLI]
EQTPM½IHMXMRXLIHIGEHIXLEXJSPPS[IH EWFIRI½XW
FIGEQI PIWW XEVKIXIH SR XLI TSSV´ +SZIVRQIRXW
often try to rebalance wealth distribution, but few
have been successful in the past.
As public spending in many developed economies is
GYXFEGOXSLIPTVIHYGITYFPMGHIFX QER]WIIXLEX
XLIVMGL¯TSSVKET[MPPFIQYGL[MHIVMRXIR]IEVW´
time. Top-down redistribution and recalibration
of wealth generation, as China is partly aiming to
achieve, could be one answer, but some question
this approach. Others see more focus on improving
WSGMEPQSFMPMX]EWXLI[E]XSKS &]TYXXMRKMRTPEGI
the means by which individuals and families can
climb up the economic ladder, it is argued that more
lasting change can be achieved. There are some
positive signs – such as the reversal of the digital
divide between those connected to the internet and
those not, seen as a result of the rollout of mobile
connectivity around the world – but overall most
I\TIVXW[IWTSOIXSJIIPXLEX[MPPFIE[SVPH
where the rich will have got richer and the poor will
have become relatively poorer.
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